Ground / Jumper Cable

15kV / 25kV / 35kV

Custom Cable Length

Standard Gauge Sizes

Colors

Clamps
N&L Line Equipment, part of NESCO Specialty Rentals Utility Equipment Outfitters (UEO), was founded in 2009 and has since grown to be an industry leader for manufacturing, repairing and refurbishing hot line tools and accessories, as well as distributing lineman’s equipment and supplies. N&L is the industry standard when it comes to delivering quality products and service.

NESCO Specialty Rentals provides everything the utility, telecom and rail professional needs to get the job done from aerial lifts, cranes, diggers and stringing gear to blocks, after-market parts, tools and accessories. With over 30 years of industry experience and 50+ locations in North America, NESCO offers the right specialty rental equipment and service you need to gear up and get going! For more information, contact your rental representative or visit our website.
Custom Built
ground Cables

NESCO Specialty Rentals can build a customized ground to your specifications, when needed, in as quick as a day. In some cases, we can provide a same day pick up service at one of our many nationwide locations. Along with our custom build services, we provide the testing of grounds that meet or exceed ASTM (American Society for Testing and Materials) standards.

All of NESCO’s technicians are thoroughly trained and extremely knowledgeable in the rigorous requirements, needed to test and repair your grounds or jumpers. We have locations across the United States that will build you a certified and tested, new customized ground or jumper.

Some of the locations where we build & test grounds and jumpers are Alvarado, TX, Fort Wayne, IN, Poulsbo, WA, Tallahassee, FL and Wilkes-Barre, PA.
1 Clamp
Clamps ranging in size and style in stock for your assembly. Chosen by application clearance, current capacity and connection type. Some of NESCO’s stocked ground clamps are – Snap-on duckbill, “C” type grounding, Tower and flat faced grounding, All Angle grounding, Large Transmission and many more styles.

2 Cable
Specify the size, length, jacket, color or clear. Pick the cable that will meet your specification to withstand maximum potential system fault current and duration time. Most cable types in stock.

3 Shrink Tube
Used as a stress relied and we place a tag under the shrink wrap showing the date of manufacturing or date of last certification.

4 Ferrules
We use either copper or aluminum, along with a proprietary coating between the cable and ferrule, which lowers the chance of corrosion; eliminating corrosion is important as it can cause the ground to become unusable.

Call us at 855.637.2672 for inquiries about grounds, jumpers or testing for any other of your many needs. One of our trained staff will help you with your inquiries.
Gear Up, Get Going.

NESCO provides everything the utility, telecom and rail professional needs to get the job done from aerial lifts, cranes, diggers and stringing gear to blocks, aftermarket parts, tools and accessories.

With over 30 years of industry experience and 50+ locations in North America, NESCO offers the right specialty rental equipment and service you need to gear up and get going! For more information, visit www.nescospecialty.com.
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